
CHAPTER 1
The Angel Problem
1. Angels, Kings, and Fools

Two players, the angel and the devil, play a game on an in�nite chessboard whose squares be indexed by pairs of integers. The angel is an actual\person" moving across the board like some chess piece, while his opponentdoes not live on the board but only manipulates it. In each move, the devilblocks an arbitrary square of the board such that this location may no longerbe stepped upon by the angel. The angel in turn, ies in each move fromhis current position (x; y) 2 Z2 to some unblocked square at distance atmost k for some �xed integer k, i.e., to some position (x0; y0) 6= (x; y) withjx0 � xj; jy0 � yj � k. Note that devil moves are not restricted to the angel'sproximity or limited by any other distance bounds; he can pick squares atcompletely arbitrary locations.The devil wins if he can stop the angel, that is, if he manages to gethim in a position with all squares in the (2k + 1) � (2k + 1) area aroundhim blocked. The angel wins simply if he succeeds to y on forever. Theopen question is, whether for some su�ciently large integer k the angel withdistance bound k, called the k-angel, can win this game.First variants of this game were discussed by Martin Gardner [17], whonames D. Silverman and R. Epstein as original inventors. Though his articledeals mainly with �nite con�gurations, i.e., the question whether a chess king(which is simply a 1-angel) can reach the boundary of a given rectangularboard, he also asks for a strategy against a chess knight on an in�nite board,possibly with a devil who gets to play more than just one block per move. Init's present form the angel game �rst appeared in Berlekamp, Conway, andGuy's classic [8] (Chapter 19). Amongst detailed analyzes of games withkings and other chess pieces on �nite boards against devils with certainadditional restrictions, the authors coin the names \angel" and \devil" forthe two competitors and give a thorough proof that the chess king can becaught on a 33 by 33 board. Then Conway [11] focused entirely on thein�nite angel game, trying to explain possible pitfalls with certain naturalescape attempts and pointing out the hardness of the problem. Besides allvariants, the central open question remains whether some angel of su�cientpower can escape forever. In his overview article [14], Demaine cites it as adi�cult unsolved problem of combinatorial game theory.In this present work, we present modest advances on the current bestknown devil strategy. Therefore we introduce a slight reformulation of theoriginal game, which allows us to focus on speed as the important parameter.In a further part, we treat a higher-dimensional analog of the angel game,showing that an angel of su�ciently large power can escape in 3D.
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2 1. THE ANGEL PROBLEM
Catching the chess king. The only case for which the k-angel problemis solved is k = 1, the ordinary chess king. We like to sketch a winningstrategy for the devil, which is motivated by the analysis in [8]. This shallget us some feel for the game and make us familiar with some basic principlesthat will turn up every now and then. The basic ideas are quite simple.Maybe the reader likes to stop reading here for a while and enjoy �guringout such a strategy on his own.Assume the devil wants to prevent the king from crossing a certainhorizontal line. With three squares above the king already blocked on thatline, like in Figure 1, this is easily achieved. The devil simply answers aking's move a to the right by an extension of that triple block by a play atu. A further move to b is countered by v and likewise, any left movementto a0 is blocked at u0. Pushing along in this simple fashion ensures thatwherever the king goes, the three squares above him will always be blocked,making a crossing impossible.
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Figure 1. Pushing the chess king along a line.
It is not di�cult to get the three initial blocks placed on a blank linewhen a king is just approaching. In the left drawing of Figure 2, the kingis only �ve steps away from the desired line along the upper rim, where thedevil has just played his �rst block. We claim that however the king nowapproaches that line, the devil will always manage to get his triple block inplace.If the king makes one step forward to a, the devil replies at u. Afterthat the moves b0 and b00 both lead directly to a triple block by the devilanswers v0 and v00, respectively. So we only have to consider a king's moveto b. The devil plays at v, after which the king's moves c0 and c00 are bothblocked by v0. This leaves only a step to c, which is countered by w. Nowthe king's right-most option d can be blocked at x and the moves to d0 ord00 again lead to a triple by v0,The second option for the king's �rst move is a in the right drawing ofFigure 2. (A move to a0 being symmetric to this case.) The devil plays at u.Against a step to b0, the devil immediately forms a triple block by playingv0. The two moves to b and b00 lead to symmetric con�gurations, so we needonly consider the remaining option b. The devil replies v, after which c iscountered by w, and c0 and c00 can both be blocked at v0.So �ve preparation steps su�ce for the devil to get his triple blockin place against an approaching king. Figure 3 shows in a slightly non-proportional drawing how to turn the above wall-pushing argument into asuccessful devil strategy for catching the chess king. With his �rst 44 moves,the devil blocks some squares in the four corners of an imaginary box around
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Figure 2. Getting the triple block in place.
the king. The box must be chosen large enough to ensure that during thispreparation phase the king does not get too close to the boundary of thatbox. After that, the devil plays the above wall-pushing strategy along thedotted lines whenever the king approaches such a line. The four corners arethere to ensure that the devil can never be forced to play on two fronts atthe same time.

Figure 3. Catching the chess king.
We leave the argument at this informal state, hoping that the reader hasgrasped the idea. We are headed for a stronger result, which we shall thenprove in full detail. As we already said, a deeper analysis of the chess king,very similar to the above discussion, can be found in Chapter 19 of [8].
The fool argument. The �rst general idea for an escape with a k-angel might be to run away in one direction. If the power k is large enough,shouldn't the angel somehow be able to go faster than the devil puttingany serious obstacles in his way? Maybe the angel can simply run away inone direction. The answer is no! Conway de�nes a k-fool to be a k-angelwho commits himself to strictly increasing his y-coordinate in every move.He shows that a fool of any power k can be caught [11]. The argument issimple, so we take the time to recapitulate it here.The restriction on the y-movement implies that from a �xed positionthe k-fool can reach only squares within a cone of slope n. The devil setsout to build a long barrier at a far distance across this cone so that the fool,once he gets there, will stand in front of an impenetrable wall. Note thatin order to block a k-fool e�ectively, we need a thick wall of k consecutivelines. We clearly cannot build such a solid wall across the whole width ofthe cone because already a 2-fool would arrive at the construction site much



4 1. THE ANGEL PROBLEM
earlier than the devil could �nish his work. Conway's trick is the followingdynamic re�nement strategy.Say, our desired barrier shall be h units to the north. There the cone ofpossible future fool positions has width 2hk + 1, so that a complete wall ofthickness k at that distance would consist of about 2hk2 squares. The devilbegins �lling this wall partly. With his �rst h=(2k) moves, while the angelgets half way to the distant line, he blocks about 1 out of 4k3 squares there,distributing his moves evenly over the full width. Once the fool reaches thecenter line, the devil determines the new cone of potential fool positions,which by simple geometry, covers only half of the original wall. The devilthen spreads his next h=(4k) moves evenly on that segment of the construc-tion site that can still be reached by the fool. See Figure 4.

Figure 4. Catching a fool.
He obviously gets the same proportion of about 1 out of 4k3 squaresblocked there until the fool has reduced his distance to the wall to h=4. Ifthe initial distance h was chosen large enough, we can iterate this processoften enough (about 4k3 times) to �nish the relevant part of our barrierbefore the fool arrives.This argument generalizes to non-strict fools, i.e., angels who are notallowed to make a step in negative y-direction, and it is not limited to onedirection. There is also a radial variant where the angel never decreases hisdistance to the origin. The detailed arguments are given in [11].Conway's fool counter already indicates that devising an escape strategyfor some angel might be a very di�cult task. By a simple dove-tailing argu-ment this result can even be turned into the following surprising fact [11].
1. Theorem (\Blass-Conway diverting strategy"). There is a strategyfor the devil with the following property. For each point p of the plane andeach distance d, no matter how the angel moves there will be two timest1 < t2 such that at time t2 the angel will be d units nearer to p than attime t1.
This diverting strategy does not imply, however, that the angel mustrun in a wild zig-zag across the board. Concrete bounds on t1 and t2 areastronomical, so that the angel has plenty of time to comply with those re-quirements. But Theorem 1 can be used to immediately disqualify a varietyof ad-hoc angel strategies, like re�nements of the fool approach, that do notallow for su�cient freedom of movement in all directions. After all, Conwayhimself believes that some angel can escape. He awards $100 for an escapestrategy for an angel of some su�ciently high power k.
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2. From Finite to In�nite Games

Before we go on to devise strategies for angel and devil, let us pause awhile to discuss some fundamental aspects of in�nite games in general. Suchgames may behave a little weird: It may be that neither player can force awin, i.e., there exist no winning strategies, even though the game does notallow for draws.Formally, an in�nite game is simply a subset A of NN. A play is anin�nite sequence � = (x0; y0; x1; y1; : : :) of natural numbers where Players1 and 2 choose the xi and yi, respectively, in turns, and Player 1 wins iff� 2 A. A strategy is a mapping from all possible �nite initial segments of aplay to the next move, i.e., a mapping from the set N� of �nite words to Nand it is a winning strategy if it wins against all possible opponent plays.It is well-known that the axiom of choice allows the construction of gamesin which neither player has a winning strategy [23, Sec. 43]; but Martin [32]proved that for games that are Borel sets this cannot happen, such gamesare determined : one of the two players must have a winning strategy. Thisresult covers essentially all games that can be de�ned in simple ways. Any\reasonable" game will be determined. And so is the angel-devil game.However, we do not need the full power of Martin's deep theorem. Thefollowing Lemma is an easy adaptation of an earlier, simpler result of Galeand Stewart [16]. I want to thank Stefan Geschke for intoducing me to theseset-theoretic foundations of in�nite games and for helpful discussions aboutthe arguments in this section.
2. Lemma. The angel-devil game is determined. That is, either the angelor the devil has a winning strategy.
Proof. Assume the devil has no winning strategy. The angel can playas follows. In each turn he makes a move after which the devil does nothave a winning strategy. By induction, such a move must always exist sinceotherwise the devil would have a winning strategy. The resulting angelstrategy is obviously a winning strategy, simply because it allows the angelto play forever. �
Of course, one could de�ne the above strategy for any given in�nitegame. The decisive point is that usually such a strategy does not automat-ically yield a win as is the case with the angel-devil game.A further observation, which is useful when thinking about our game,is that in a sense it is in�nite only from the point of the angel. If the devilwins, the game ends, by de�nition, after �nitely many moves. So it seemsthat if the devil can win at all against the k-angel, there should exist someconstant Nk such that the devil can catch the k-angel in at most that manymoves. Equivalently, if some angel should be able to survive M moves, forany arbitrarily large number M that is �xed at the beginning of the game,then he should also be able to escape forever.These seemingly obvious implications bear a subtlety. It could in princi-ple be possible that the angel would have to choose his strategy dependenton the given M , so that he can in deed escape for M moves as required butwill be caught a little later. If he had wanted to survive longer he mighthave had to choose a di�erent strategy. Ultimately, there might not exist
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a strategy that works for all M at the same time. Seen from the devil'sperspective this would mean that while he is sure to catch the angel after a�nite number of moves, there might not be a universal bound on the timethat is required to catch him. Fortunately, our concerns are needless.

3. Lemma. If the devil has a winning strategy against some angel thenthere exists a bound N such that the devil can stop that angel in at mostN moves. Conversely, if the angel can survive for any arbitrarily large,previously given number of steps then he can escape forever.
Proof. Assume that the devil has a winning strategy. Consider thegame tree of all possible plays under such a devil strategy �. It has abounded number of options at each angel node (no more than (2k + 1)2)and just one option at each devil node, namely the one prescribed by �. Theleaves are exactly those positions in which the angel cannot move anymoreand thus has lost. This tree contains no in�nite paths because such a pathwould directly give the angel an in�nite sequence of moves, in contradictionto our assumption that � is a winning strategy.Since the degree of the tree is bounded and it contains no in�nite paths,it is �nite by K�onig's lemma and therefore has �nite depth, N , say. Thismeans that the strategy � allows no more than N moves before the angel isstuck, independent of how the angel plays.The second statement is equivalent to the �rst. If the angel can escapeas long as required by the beginning of the game, the devil cannot have astrategy that catches him after a �xed number of moves. Hence, the devilhas no winning strategy at all, which means by Lemma 2 that the angel canescape forever. �

3. The Need for Speed
There is pretty little known about even very weak angels. Already thedestiny of the 2-angel is not settled and even more, it is unknown whether achess knight, i.e., a piece that jumps in each move to one of the eight squaresat Euclidean distance exactly p5, can be caught.We do not have a solution for the 2-angel, either, but we make a �rst stepin this direction by devising devil strategies against opponents whose powerlies somewhere between that of a 1-angel and the strength of 2-angel. Theimprovement is rather modest but the new concepts we need to introducein order to obtain them or even state them, reveal details of the game thatseem to lie hidden with Conway's original angels.Let us take a closer look at what happens when we upgrade the originalchess king to a 2-angel. This is already a large step. The improvement isactually two-fold. Not only does the 2-angel move at twice the speed, anybarriers must also be twice as thick to hold him back. In a sense, the 2-angelcan be said to be 4 times stronger than the 1-angel. We focus on the �rstaspect: speed ! We would like to suppress the ability to jump over obstaclesas an undesired side e�ect. De�ne a k-king as a player who in each turnmakes exactly k ordinary king's moves, while the devil still gets to placeone block per turn. The point is that now every single king's move must bevalid, the k-king cannot y across obstacles.
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If we want to use kings for the study of the angel problem, they should,in some qualitative sense at least, be equivalent to angels. Obviously, a k-angel is stronger than a k-king. An escape strategy for a king can be used foran angel of the same power as well. The converse is, of course, not true|notfor trivial reasons at least|but we can show that if you can catch kings ofarbitrary power k then you can also catch any angel. Before we come to thisreduction, let us �rst remark on a subtlety in the above argument.A k-king could in principle use a sequence of k steps to run a circleand return to his starting position, thereby simulating a pass between twoconsecutive devil moves. An angel is formally not allowed to pass. So ourtrivial transformation from above had a little aw. The following basic no-return lemma by Conway [11] repairs this defect. It works for k-kings aswell as for k-angels and will be needed once more later on.
4. Lemma. If the k-angel or k-king can escape then he can also escapewithout ever visiting any square twice; where in the case of the king we onlyconsider the last step of a sequence of k steps between two devil moves.
The restriction to the last step in a sequence of k king steps is naturalbecause that �nal location is always the one that the devil sees when it'shis turn. For the intermediate positions the following argument would notwork.
Proof of Lemma 4. We assume that we have a winning devil strategy� against a non-returning k-angel or k-king and derive from that a winningstrategy against the non-restricted versions. The idea is simple. When theangel/king revisits a location, the situation is always worse than at his �rstvisit. The set of blocks has only grown. We turn this observation into aformal proof.The devil plays according to � until the angel/king lands on a squarep he has already visited before. In this case the devil blocks an arbitrarysquare from the (2k + 1) � (2k + 1) area around p. Now he simply forgetsall moves since his opponent �rst visited p and resumes the strategy � fromthat position. The point is that his reply to the angel's/king's move to phas already been played when he had answered to p the �rst time, so thathis intermediate move was really for free and he did not fall behind with �.We must be precise about what we mean by \forget." The intermediatemoves, since the �rst play of the revisited square p, are really erased from thedevil's memory. So when the angel steps on a square he had been before butthe devil has forgotten about that move, he plays on without backtracking.Otherwise we would have to show how forward jumps in �, that is, jumpsto a location that has been visited in the forgotten future, should be treatedconsistently.The result of the described devil play is, of course, that the angel/kingcannot return more than (2k+ 1)2 times to the same location because thenhe would not be able to leave it again due to its barred environment. Con-sequently, the derived strategy wins just as � does. �
Lemma 4 also shows that a little inaccuracy in our de�nition of the gameis inconsequential. We have not said explicitly whether the devil should beallowed to block the square on which the angel currently sits. Since we may
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assume that the angel may never return to that position anyway, the devilwill never need to make such a move.We now establish the announced equivalence of angels and kings. Ofcourse, the reduction from angels to kings requires an increase in speed.

5. Proposition. If the k-angel can escape then so can the 99k2-king.
Proof. We derive an escape strategy for the 99k2-king from an escapestrategy for the k-angel. While the king plays against the \real" devil, weset up an additional, imaginary board with an imaginary k-angel, where wesimulate the action on the king's board through appropriate transformations.The king's board is partitioned into a regular grid of sidelength-18k2boxes. Likewise, the angel's board is segmented into blocks of sidelengthk. The boxes of the two worlds are in one-to-one correspondence with eachother, in the obvious fashion: the box containing the king's starting pointcorresponds to the angel's initial box and further all adjacencies are pre-served. These partitions and the correspondences are �xed once and for allat the beginning of the game.We play as follows. When the devil blocks some square in the king'sworld, we cross out an arbitrary empty square from the corresponding boxin the angel's world or from one of the eight adjacent boxes there.When it's the king's turn, we use our escape strategy for the angel toget a move in the imaginary world. This move is then translated into theking's plane by a movement of the king into the corresponding box there.For example, in Figure 5 the angel jumps from his current box into the nextbox to the north; then the king runs into the northern box in his world,too. The precise position within that box is completely independent of theangel's position in his box, however. It will depend on the following technicaldetails.

Figure 5. Simulating a king by an angel.
We have to describe precisely how the king should run and also provethat the required movement will always be possible. Observe that when theangel can jump into some box, the devil cannot have blocked all k2 of itssquares. From our simulation rule for devil moves, we conclude that thecorresponding box in the king's world and also the eight surrounding boxesthere contain less than 9k2 devil blocks each.Knowing that a target box in the king's world contains less than 9k2blocks, we can now �nd a route for the king. We introduce an invariant for
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king positions: the king only stops at locations from where the four lines intothe four axis parallel directions within the current box are completely free.We maintain this invariant to always ensure a free passage for the king intohis target box. Assume the king needs to go one box to the east. The densitybound of 9k2 guarantees that in both orientations, vertical and horizontal,strictly more than half of the 18k2 lines are completely empty, in each box.This implies that there are at least two free long horizontal lines throughboth boxes. It is easy to see that from his good position with free roads in atleast three directions (the fourth direction possibly blocked by the last devilmove) the king can reach such a line in less than 9k2 + 18k2 = 27k2 steps,as shown in Figure 6. (The additional 9k2 moves result from a possibledetour, which won't take longer, because there are at most 9k2 blocks inthe whole square.) Then it takes no more than another 36k2 steps to reacha good position in the target box. If the king is headed for one of the fourdiagonally connected boxes, he �rst makes a stop-over in the horizontal orvertical direction and proceeds from there with at most another 36k2 steps.This gives a total of less than 99k2 steps.

Figure 6. The king runs into a neighboring box.
Again a remark on passing. Since the king is forced to use up all his 99moves in each turn, he might in principle get in troubles when he arrivesat his destination too early. However, zugzwang is not really an issue herebecause the king �nds enough empty squares along the side of his road towaste arbitrary numbers of moves by running in little circles. �
We emphasize again that the quantitative proportion of the above re-duction is not our main concern. The purpose of Proposition 5 is only toestablish the qualitative equivalence between angels and kings, as a legiti-mation to use kings as a tool to attack the angel problem.
Preparing fences. Let us have a closer look at the devil strategyagainst the 1-king from the beginning. It seems we wasted some poten-tial there. After the preparation of the corners, the devil simply sits andwaits for the king to arrive at one of the four sides. Couldn't he perhaps usethis time for some further preparations so that he can catch a faster king, a2-king, maybe.The basic idea for the king counter was our dynamic-wall argument,where we had the king pushing along a line without ever letting him breakthrough. Can we extend this method to the 2-king? Since the 2-king makestwo steps for each devil move, it would su�ce to have every second squarealong the desired frontier already in place. Starting from the initial position
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in Figure 7 with only two additional squares blocked, the devil can pushalong with the 2-king by answering the double move a1; a2 at u, then b1; b2at v, and so on.

a1 a2
u
b1

v
b2

Figure 7. A wall against the 2-king.
How long would it take the devil to prepare such a density-1/2 wallagainst the 2-king? Since he needs to block 1 square out of 2, he can setup such a wall at an absolute speed of 2, which is exactly the speed of the2-king. In other words, the devil can build such fences against the 2-kingat the same speed the 2-king runs. For example, a 2-king who sits at thebottom of a square box of sidelength R with solid walls to the east, west,and south but completely open to the north is lost. We just learnt that thedevil can build a fence of density 1/2 across that open gate in the north, injust the time it takes the 2-king to get there. Hence, the 2-king can neverleave that box.Can we extend these ideas to encircle the 2-king completely? The answeris yes|almost. We shall present successful devil strategies against any kingof speed 2� " for any �xed real " > 0. First, of course, we have to say whatsuch a statement shall mean. We need a de�nition of fractional, or evenirrational speed.
Real kings. What is a 3=2-king? On average he should get to makethree king's steps for 2 devil steps, which we could realize by a move sequencelike KKKDDKKKDD : : :, which shall mean that the king makes 3 steps,then the devil blocks 2 squares, and so on. However, such a concept woulddepend on the actual representation of a rational number. The 6/4-kingwould get a di�erent sequence. We could get around this by demandingreduced fractions but then a 1001/8-king would behave completely di�erentfrom a 1000/8-king, who should simply be the 125-king. What's worse,the grouping of devil moves can be lethal for the king. For example, theeight consecutive devil moves in the sequence K1001D8K1001D8 : : : couldbe used to encircle the king completely, even though his average speed wouldbe greater than 125.What we want are move sequences that approximate a given speed � 2R+ as fair as possible, avoiding unnecessarily large chunks of moves for eitherside. The sequence (un)n2N de�ned by [2]

(1) un = �(n+ 1) + ��� �n + �� 2 f0; 1g with  = ��+ 1 2 (0; 1)
and some constant o�set � 2 R shows this behavior|if we interpret 1's inthe sequence as the king's and 0's as the devil's moves.This sequence (un) is easy to understand; it simply compares consecutiveelements of the arithmetic progression (n + �). Whenever there lies an
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integer between the nth and the (n + 1)st element of (n + �), we haveun = 1, otherwise, when the two elements fall in a common integer gap, (1)evaluates to un = 0. We conclude that the frequency of 1's in (un) is ,hence the frequency of 0's is 1�  and we get (cf. [2])
(2) limn!1 jfi � n : ui = 1gjjfi � n : ui = 0gj = 1�  = �:

The sequences (un) are called Sturmian sequences if � is irrational, andthey are well-studied. See [2] for a broad treatment and for historic refer-ences.
6. Definition. For � 2 R+ we de�ne the �-king to be a king whosemove sequence is given by (1) with � = 0. This means that in the n-th timestep the king moves by one square if un = 1 and the devil gets to block anew square if un = 0.
The choice of the o�set � looks arbitrary. For a natural de�nition itwould be desirable that the chances of the �-king in the game do not dependon this parameter. And in fact, they don't.
7. Lemma. Any two kings with move sequences generated by (1) withthe same speed parameter � but di�erent �'s either can both escape or canboth be caught.
Proof. Let (un) be a sequence de�ned by (1) with o�set � and let (u0n)be another sequence de�ned with some other o�set �0, both with the same�, though. We distinguish rational and irrational �.For � 2 Q we write  = p=q in reduced form. Obviously both sequencesare periodic with period q. All we have to do is to align them in the rightway. Partition the unit interval into congruent half open intervals of length1=q and let r 2 f0; : : : ; q � 1g be the index of the residue class with

� 2 �m+ rq ;m+ r + 1q
� for some m 2 Z:

We look for some index j, where the sequence (jp=q + �0) hits the sameresidue class; i.e.,
j pq + �0 2 �m0 + rq ;m0 + r + 1q

� for some m0 2 Z;
which clearly exists because p and q are coprime. It is easy to see that

un = u0n+j for all n 2 N:
If the devil has a winning strategy on the move sequence (un), he can there-fore also win on (u0n) by simply waiting j time steps and then starting toplay according to the strategy for (un). By exchanging (un) and (u0n) we getthe converse simulation.For irrational � the sequences (un) and (u0n) are non-periodic. We usea deeper result from the theory of such Sturmian sequences: The set ofcontiguous subwords of the sequence (un) depends only on � and not onthe o�set � [2]. (Even more, there are exactly n + 1 di�erent subwords of
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length n and each of them occurs in�nitely often in un.) Therefore, anyinitial segment of (un) can also be found somewhere in (u0n).Since Lemma 3 tells us that if the devil can win on the move sequence(un), he can do so in a bounded number of N steps, say, he can use a strategyon (un) to win on (u0n) by simply waiting until a copy of the N -pre�x of(un) starts in (u0n) and then pursuing this strategy. �

For � 2 N, the above de�nition of an �-king obviously coincides withthe previous one that was restricted to integral speed. For � = k 2 N+ thede�ning sequence (1) produces exactly k 1's between any two consecutive0's, just as expected. It is also clear that our notion of an �-king ful�llsour wish for fairness, large chunks of devil moves cannot occur. One easilychecks that for � � 1, the devil never gets to block two squares at a time.On the other hand, we can guarantee that not only in the long run but alsolocally, the devil always gets his share of moves.
8. Definition. A 0/1-sequence is (s; t)-bounded, s; t 2 N+, if everycontiguous subword that contains strictly more than s occurrences of 1'scontains at least t occurrences of D. We call a king with a given move se-quence (s; t)-bounded if the sequence is (s; t)-bounded. (Where we interpret1's as king's moves and 0's as devil moves.)
9. Lemma. An �-king, � 2 R+, is (s; t)-bounded for every pair s; t 2 N+with � � s=t.
The \strictly" in the de�nition appears for a technical reason; it doesnot mean that we get only t devil moves per s + 1 king moves on average.Namely, starting from any 1 in the sequence, we count 0's until we reach the(s + 1)st 1. By then we have passed at least t 0's. When we read on untilthe (2s+ 1)st 1 shows up, we are sure to have counted at least 2t 0's. Andso on. Before the (rs + 1)st 1 appears, we are guaranteed to read at leastrt many 0's.
Proof of Lemma 9. Assume we have s+1 many 1's between two po-sitions a and b (inclusively) in the sequence (un). Telescoping (1) yields
s+ 1 � X

a�i�bui =
�(b+ 1) + ��� �a + �� < (b� a+ 1) + 1;

where the terminal 1 accounts for the error that might result from the dele-tion of the oors. For the number of 0's in this interval we thus get
b� a+ 1� (s+ 1) > s � (s+ 1) = s� �� � t� 1: �

4. Catching a (2� ")-King
In this section we develop a devil strategy to catch all kings of speed lessthan 2. The following main theorem emerged from joint work with AttilaP�or.
10. Theorem. The devil can catch any �-king with � < 2.
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Have a look at Figure 7 again, where the devil pushed a 2-king along aline of density 1/2. With every second square already in place, the 2-kingcould never break through. We generalize this idea to kings of arbitraryspeed.
11. Definition. An in�nite (s; t)-fence is an in�nite horizontal or ver-tical strip in the plane with some squares blocked such that when an (s; t)-bounded king enters the strip from one side, the devil can play in a way thatprevents the king from leaving it on the other side. Formally, such a fenceis just a map F : Z � [1 :: w] ! f0; 1g, where F�1(1) is the set of blockedsquares. The integer w is called the width of F .We call such a fence periodic if there exists some integer � such thatF (x; y) = F (x + �; y) for all x 2 Z. Call the minimal such � the period ofF . In this case we also de�ne the density of the fence, as the ratio1� ���(x; y) j 1 � x � �; 1 � y � w;F (x; y) = 1	��:
Note that density is measured with respect to length, not area. Widthis not the crucial quantity, it appears for merely technical reasons.
12. Lemma. Against an (s; t)-bounded king, s=t � 2, there exists a pe-riodic in�nite fence of density 1� t=s and width 10s+ 1.
Proof. We provide a periodic map F : Z � [1 :: 10s + 1] ! f0; 1g withthe desired properties. Let F be everywhere zero except for those points(x; y) with 0 � x mod s < s� t and y = 5s+ 1:In other words, we group the central horizontal line y = 12+1 into segmentsof s squares and place s�t blocks in each segment. See Figure 8. The densityof this pattern is obviously the claimed (s� t)=s.

s� t t

S�1 S0 S1
Figure 8. An in�nite (s; t)-fence.

We now show how the devil keeps the king from crossing F by makingsure that he can never step on the central line. By symmetry we may assumethat the king enters the strip from the bottom.Like in the case of the 2-king, we make sure that in the proximity of theking the central line is always �lled completely. Precisely, if the segment S0above the king's current position has already been �lled completely and theone to the left and right, S�1 and S1, too, then the devil acts as follows.As soon as the king steps into the area below the segment S�1 to the left,the devil uses his next t moves to �ll up the segment S�2, further to theleft. By (s; t)-boundedness, this is �nished before the king gets to play his(s + 1)st move (counting the move that entered S�1 as the �rst). Hence,
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by that time the king must be somewhere below the segments S�1 and S0,and because S�2 is now �lled we are in the situation as before: the threesegments directly above the king are blocked. If the king started running tothe right, the devil would have �lled the segment S2, of course. The devilcan iterate this recipe forever, never letting the king step on the central line.To obtain the above con�guration, we reuse the procedure for the 1-king from section 1, where we managed to get a block of three consecutivesquares in the king's way. Interpreting a whole segment Si as a single squarein which we must play t moves, we immediately see that 5 such meta movessu�ce to get three segments prepared. Since any sequence of t devil movesyields no more than s king's moves, this gives a total of 5s approach moves,which is just the width of the strip below the central line. �

The devil cannot build in�nite structures in �nite time. In�nite fencesserve as a mere theoretical concept, which is easier to handle than �nitefences, whose existence can be easily derived from the in�nite ones.
13. Definition. A �nite (s; t)-fence is a rectangular box of size ` � win the plane with some squares blocked, such that when an (s; t)-boundedking enters through one of the length-` sides he can only leave through thatside again and such that all squares along the two length-w sides blocked.Formally, such a fence is a map F : [1 :: `] � [1 :: w] ! f0; 1g, where F�1(1)is the set of blocked squares. The integers ` and w are called the lengthrespectively width of F . The density of the fence is the ratio1̀ ���(x; y) j 1 � x � `; 1 � y � w;F (x; y) = 1	��:
The following lemma provides the trivial transformation of an in�nitefence into a �nite fence.
14. Lemma. If there exists a periodic in�nite (s; t)-fence of density �then there exist �nite (s; t)-fences of the same width and of density no morethan � + 2ẁ

for any length ` � 1.
Proof. The basic idea is obv: we cut a length-` segment out of thein�nite fence S. We only face a little inconvenience. Unless the desiredlength ` is a multiple of the period � of S, our chosen segment might containmore than the average density due to local inhomogeneities. This problemis easily overcome by looking at a sequence of � aligned length-` segmentsof S. Since their total length is an exact multiple of �, the total mass inall of them is exactly ��`. Now at least one of those segments contains nomore than the average �` blocks. To turn this segment into a �nite fence,we have to �ll the length-w sides up completely, which costs the additional2w squares. �
Lemma 12 provides us with an in�nite fence of density 1� t=s, which isstrictly smaller than 1/2 for an �-king with � < 2. This does not seem tosu�ce to catch any such king, yet, but for � < 9=8 we already get a devilwin as follows. By Lemma 9 this speed bound grants us (s; t)-boundedness
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with s=t < 9=8. So there exist in�nite fences of density � � 1 � t=s < 1=9.Choosing su�ciently long �nite subfences of such an in�nite strip, we canmake the additional cost of 2w=` in Lemma 14 arbitrarily small, so that itgets absorbed by the small gap between � and 1=9. Altogether there exist�nite (s; t)-fences of density at most 1=9. This is all we need against our�-king. We simply build a square box of four such fences around him; insuch a way that these fences touch but don't overlap. For a sidelength of `this takes 4`=9 devil moves, which in turn yield less than 9=8 � 4`=9 = `=2king's moves. That means, all four fences will be �nished by the time theking reaches the boundary of the box. Hence, he will be caught.In prospect of the proof of Theorem 10, we forgo more formal details ofthis argument because the 9=8-king is covered by that result. The strategybehind Theorem 10 starts of just like the 9=8 case, by obtaining some fenceof density below 1=2. The trick then is to assemble many such fences intoa huge new fence of slightly smaller density. Iterating this process, we willeventually produce fences of arbitrarily small density. The key tool is thefollowing lemma, whose proof describes this construction. (Observe that thebound (s=t)�2 in this lemma is strictly less than �, which means that thedensity is really decreased.)

15. Lemma. If there exist �nite (s; t)-fences, s=t � 2, of any lengthabove some value `0, all of the same width w and with density bounded by acommon � < 1=2, then there also exists a periodic in�nite (s; t)-fence withdensity below st �2:Proof. The basic idea is to assemble in�nitely many identical vertical�nite density-� fences to a wide horizontal fence of the desired density. Asthe length ` of those �nite fences we pick any multiple of s larger than `0 andw. (Actually `0 should be much bigger than w anyway, but let us demand` � w here for the sake of rigor.) As the distance between those fences wechoose
m := � t`s�

� � `:
Let the width of the in�nite fence L we want to construct be 7`, i.e.,

L : Z� [1 :: 7`]! f0; 1g:
Figure 9 shows how the vertical fences of length ` and width w are placedin the central `-strip of L. Precisely, the region��(w +m) + 1 :: �(w +m) + w�� �3`+ 1 :: 4`�
forms a fence for each � 2 Z.Before we start to play on L, let us compute its density. The period isw +m and each segment of this length receives no more than �` blocks, sowe can bound L's density by

`�m+ w � `�� t`s��+ 1 � st �2;
which is what we claimed.
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Figure 9. Assembling many �nite vertical fences into onebig in�nite horizontal fence.
We turn to the more di�cult part: showing that L is indeed an (s; t)-fence. Assume the king enters L from the south, so we have to keep himfrom reaching the upper border. The basic idea is to build a horizontal fencebetween the upper ends of two vertical fences whenever the king runs northbetween them. Such a horizontal fence will be of length m to make it �tnicely in the gap. It will be placed in the rectangle��(w +m) + w + 1 :: (� + 1)(w +m)� 1�� �4` :: 4`+ w � 1�for the respective � 2 Z. This arrangement is displayed in Figure 10 (theshaded area between the fences will soon be addressed). Note the verticalone-point overlap with the vertical fences on line 4`. To avoid confusion:Those horizontal fences will be created dynamically by the devil when nec-essary, they are not part of the original strip L when the king enters.

� � �
� � �
� � �
� � �

� � �
� � �
� � �
� � �

Figure 10. A horizontal fence between two vertical fencesand the shaded slot between them.
We now describe the essential aspect of the devil strategy starting froma standard situation, postponing the matter how to reach that situation forlater. Therefore we give the shaded area between two vertical fences andbelow the (potential) horizontal fence a name: call such a rectangle of theform��(w +m) + w + 1 :: (� + 1)(w +m)� 1�� �1 :: 4`� 1�; � 2 Z;a slot. We say that the king is in standard position if he is located within aslot whose upper border is already closed with a horizontal fence or he sitsbetween two such blocked slots, perhaps within the vertical fence betweenthem.Let us assume the king is in standard position. We claim that if he leavesthe slot then the devil can force him into standard position again by playingas follows. When the king enters one of the three surrounding fences, hefollows the strategy of that respective fence to make sure that the king does
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not break through to the other side of that fence. Note that we use the facthere that those fences do not overlap so that the devil is not forced to playin two fences simultaneously. Since there are no gaps where the three fencestouch, this play guarantees that the king cannot leave the current slot aboveline 3` without rebouncing from the fences.If the king leaves the slot that way below, to the left, say, the devil startsconstructing the horizontal fence across the slot to the left. This takes nomore than
(3) m� = � t`s�

�� � ts̀
devil moves. During this time the devil completely ignores the king play. Inparticular, he does not respond to the possible king's crossing of any fences,thus rendering them ine�ective. Where can the king get while the devil iso� at work? By (s; t)-boundedness the king gets no more than s steps pert devil moves. Counting the step out of the slot as the king's �rst move,we reckon that until the (` + 1)st king move, the devil has made at leastt`=s moves, i.e., the (`+1)st king move comes after that many devil moves.Since this �gure is just what we have computed in (3), the king gets no morethan ` moves before the new fence is �nished. Note that we used that ` is amultiple of s when we applied (s; t)-boundedness.A look back at Figure 9 reveals how far the king can have run in ` moves.Since the �rst move lead strictly below the (3` + 1)st line, he cannot havereached the (4` + 1)st line, where the horizontal fences start. Neither canhe have crossed completely the slot to the left, nor the original slot becausethose areas are each m � ` points wide. Consequently, the king ended upsomewhere inside the old slot or the new slot, which is �ne because bothnow have a fence above them, or he sits somewhere in between them. Thatmeans he is in standard position again.It remains to show how to reach a standard position from the initialsituation when the king enters the unmodi�ed strip on line 1. The argumentis again very similar to the respective part of the strategy against the 1-king.Here it is actually even simpler because we need only one horizontal fenceinstead of a triple block. However, the notion of standard position requiresa little extra attention.Call the slot in which the king's �rst position lies S0, in case he entersjust between two slots, just pick any of them; and label the four neighboringslots correspondingly S�2; S�1; S1, and S2, from left to right. The devil �rstconstructs the horizontal fence above slot S0. We already know from theprevious computation that such an endeavor grants the king at most ` steps.So afterwards, the king sits in one of the slots S�1; S0; S1 or in one of thetwo gaps between them. Inside S0 he is already in standard position. If hesits in a gap, the one between S0 and S1, say, then the devil builds a fenceabove S1, after which the king can only be in S0, S1 or the gap where healready was before. So we have reached standard position. It remains toconsider a king in slot S�1 or S1 with S0 blocked; in S1, say, by symmetry.Then the devil builds the fence above S2, squeezing the king between S0 andS1. Blocking S1 with the next m moves, then leads into standard position.
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Altogether, the total number of devil moves is in no case larger than3m, so that by the time we attain standard position, the king will not havereached the (3`+ 1)st line, yet. �
Proof of Theorem 10. Pick positive integers s and t with � � s=t <2, so that the �-king is (s; t)-bounded by Lemma 9. Then Lemma 12 providesus with an in�nite periodic (s; t)-fence of density � < 1=2.For an application of Lemma 15 we have to �x a suitable lower bound`0 on the length of the �nite fences we allow for the construction of the newfence. Therefore we write s=t = 2=(1 + �) with some, possible very small� > 0 and choose `0 large enough to ensure that the densitiy of the �nitefences longer than `0, as obtained by Lemma 14, is bounded through

� + 2ẁ0 � p1 + � �:
Now Lemma 15 gives us an in�nite (s; t)-fence of density

�0 � st
�� + 2ẁ0

�2 � 21 + � �p1 + � ��2 = 2�2:
Repeated application of this procedure yields a sequence �0; �1; �2; : : :with �n � 2�2n�1 and �0 < 1=2. The resulting bound

�n � 12(2�0)2nis easily veri�ed, so that we see that the sequence (�n) converges to 0.In a game against the �-king, the devil can now arrange four �nite (s; t)-fences of density smaller than 1=16, say, along the four sides of a huge squarearound the king. With � bounded by 2, the devil builds such fences morethan 8 times faster than the �-king runs and thus �nishes them before theking reaches any of them. Hence, the king will never leave that big box. Notethat the fences have to be arranged in a non-overlapping way to ensure thatthe devil can play in each of them independently. And maybe we shouldalso remark that the king cannot run around in his cage forever. After sometime, when the fences are �lled to the rim with devil moves, the devil simplystarts ooding the central region with blocks until the king eventually getsstuck. �
As the proof has shown, the 2 in Theorem 10 maxes out the potentialof our fences. We have already indicated in our discussion of the 2-king onpage 10 that a speed of 2 can be considered \fair" with respect to fencebuilding. If one used fences in the described way against faster kings, theirconstruction would be more expensive than the gain through the resultingking's detour. This can perhpas be seen as some very weak indication thata (2 + ")-king cannot be caught anymore, but fences could, of course, justbe one technical tool, without any deeper meaning for the game.Anyway, since Conway's article of 1996, there has apparently not beenany progress on the angel problem. Maybe Theorem 10 stimulates interestin this game again, since the concept of �-kings allows for arbitrarily smallimprovements in devil strategies. Perhaps we can learn something new aboutour two antagonists from the voyages of very slow kings. Join the game!
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5. An Escape into Space

So we do not have any escape strategy for any k-angel in the plane.Maybe we can obtain some positive result in higher dimensions, where anescape should be potentially easier. And in fact we can. 3D-angels live in a3-dimensional world of cubes, indexed by coordinates in Z3. Just like in theplane, in every move the k-angel jumps from his current position (x; y; z) tosome other cube (x0; y0; z0) with jx0 � xj; jy0 � yj; jz0 � zj � k, and in turn,the devil blocks some cube of his choice. We prove the following.
16. Theorem. On the three-dimensional board, the 13-angel can escapeforever.
The problem at hand has only been mentioned once in the literature,also in [8], where the authors actually report to know escape strategies forangels in higher dimensions. However, a proof has apparently never beenpublished.Theorem 16 should be seen in the proper light. It is not a breakthroughon the way towards a solution of the two-dimensional case but rather con-�rms that the original question by Conway, Berlekamp, and Guy addressesthe right problem. Moreover, it will become clear that our solution, adensity-sensitive path-search method based on a hierarchical space parti-tion, will not carry over to the two-dimensional game|not without majormodi�cations, at least. So we not only provide a �rst constructive escapestrategy for a variant of the angel problem but also want to point out the in-trinsic obstacles for similar strategies in dimension two, to further emphasizethe hardness of the original angel problem.
The box hierarchy. Our escape strategy divides the world into anin�nite hierarchy of larger and larger boxes. The angel will have to makesure that on each level, his current box contains not too many devil blocks.This shall then guarantee his free travel.A remark on terminology. Our usage of the word \cube" might get alittle confusing when we speak about our hierarchy, since higher-level boxeswill themselves be cubes|of cubes of cubes of cubes, etc. We shall use theexpression elementary cube to emphasize that we mean the basic locationsof the board, while the term box be reserved for collections of such objects.With other expressions the intended meaning should in general be clear fromthe context.On the �rst level, the world is regularly partitioned into cubes of side-length 13, such that the origin 0 2 Z3, where the angel starts, lies at the verycenter of one of these boxes. Formally, the �rst level H1 is the collection ofall boxes

H(u;v;w)1 := � (x; y; z) 2 Z3 j 13u � 6 � x � 13u + 6;13v � 6 � y � 13v + 6;13w � 6 � z � 13w + 6 	;with u; v; w 2 Z, where we reference elementary cubes of the world via theircoordinates (x; y; z) 2 Z3.The sidelength 13 corresponds to the power of the 13-angel. From level2 on, sidelengths grow by a factor of 29 per step, where there is no deeper
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reason for the choice of this particular value except that it makes the forth-coming computations work. On each level we again demand that the originlie at the very center of the one box that contains it. Technically, for j � 2the jth level Hj of our hierarchy is the collection of all boxes

H(u;v;w)j := �H(a;b;c)j�1 j 29u � 14 � a � 29u + 14;29v � 14 � b � 29v + 14;29w � 14 � c � 29w + 14 	;with u; v; w 2 Z.So any box on level j � 2 contains 293 boxes on level j � 1 and thewhole hierarchy is symmetric to the origin. Note that formally the elementsof a higher-level box are again boxes, which is what we want. But with acertain laxness we shall also consider a level-j box simply as the set of the(13 � 29j�1)3 elementary cubes that lie inside it. In this vein we de�ne thelevel-j box of a cube a 2 Z3 to be the unique box in Hj that \contains" theelementary cube a and denote it by
Qj(a):Further we de�ne a mass function � for all boxes A on all levels of ourhierarchy, letting �(A)count the number of elementary cubes inside A that have already beenblocked.

Clear roads ahead. Globally, the angel's route through our hierarchyof boxes will be guided by simple mass constraints, in a quite elegant way.The basic step, the transition between two adjacent boxes, however, requiressome dirty work. We need to introduce a few technical notions to ensure thatlocally the angel does not get stuck in unfortunate arrangements of blocks.The ideas are similar to the invariant from the proof of Proposition 5 frompage 8.
17. Definition. Let E be a quadratic grid of 29� 29 cubes with somecubes marked forbidden. We say that a cube a of E lies clear in E if- no more than 12 of the 292 = 841 cubes in E are forbidden,- a lies in the central 13 by 13 square of E,1 and- the two axis-parallel lines through a in E contain no forbiddenpoints.See the left-hand side of Figure 11.Let C be a cubic grid of 29 � 29 � 29 cubes with some cubes markedforbidden. We say that a cube a of C lies clear in C if- no more than 333 of the the 293 = 24;389 cubes in C are forbiddenand- a lies clear in one of the three axis-parallel 29� 29 planes througha in C.See the cube in Figure 11.
1The occurrence of the number 13 here is coincidental. This is a \di�erent" 13 than

the one from Theorem 16.
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Figure 11. Clear positions.
The idea behind the above de�nitions is, as we said before, to guaranteefree navigation from a clear cube within a sidelength-29 box to somewhereoutside this box. A cube that lies clear will have enough free space aroundit to guarantee an easy route out. The forbidden cubes may, of course,not be used for travel. We do not speak of blocked cubes in De�nition 17because the little cubes will usually themselves be boxes of smaller cubes.But forbidden cubes will almost be blocked, meaning that their mass exceedsa certain threshold.For paths through such boxes we allow axis parallel steps of unit dis-tance only. That is, a single step of a path is a change of �1 in just onecoordinate|in contrast to basic angel moves. This restriction is due to thehierarchical structure of our argument. We will be able to travel betweentwo little cubes inside the big cube in De�nition 17 only if these cubes sharea face which may be used for a transition on the next lower level.From a purist's point of view, the grids E and A of De�nition 17 could, ofcourse, just be called grid graphs, with \cubes" replaced by \vertices." Thena path would just be a paths in the graph theoretic sense and the followinglemmas are in fact just statements about such grid graphs. However, we liketo keep with our view of cubes and boxes, hoping that this does not causeany confusion.The following lemma about planes only serves as a tool for the three-dimensional case. Our actual interest will be in paths through boxes.
18. Lemma. Let q be a cube lying clear in a 29 � 29 grid E. Then atleast 763 = 292 � 78 cubes of E are reachable from q in at most 40 stepseach.
Proof. Any cube on the two lines through a is by assumption reachabledirectly through that respective line. For every other point p 2 E we con-sider the two potential paths that run parallel to the axes with exactly oneturn. A cube p may not be reachable on either of these two paths for tworeasons: both paths are blocked or p is a forbidden cube itself. Since by thespecial choice of our paths, a single pair of forbidden cubes covers at mostone cube of E, the �rst situation can happen for at most �122 � = 66 cubes,the second, by de�nition, for at most 12; which makes 78 inaccessible placesaltogether. One easily computes that any of the remaining 292 � 78 = 763cubes is reachable in at most 40 steps since the distance from any locationin the central region to any side of E is at most 20. �
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19. Lemma. Let q be a cube lying clear in a 29� 29� 29 box grid C andlet D be another 29� 29� 29 box aligned with C along one face of C, alsowith no more than 333 points marked forbidden. Then there exists a cube rlying clear in D such that there is a path of length at most 165 from q to r,which after the �rst 96 steps uses no more cubes in C.
Proof. Let E denote the plane within C in which p lies clear as requiredby De�nition 17. The basic idea for the path construction is to pick a suitableplane F in D, which will contain the target point r, and then to �nd manydisjoint paths from E to F not all of which can be blocked by forbiddencubes.Observe that by the pigeon-hole principle, among the 29 axis-parallelplanes in D that lie parallel to that face of D which borders on C, at leastone contains no more than 12 forbidden cubes (29 �13 = 377 > 333). ChooseF to be such a plane. For both dimensions of F , at most 12 of the 13 axis-parallel lines passing through the central 13� 13 region of F are blocked byforbidden cubes, which leaves at least one clear line in each direction. Wechoose b as the intersection of two such lines, which makes it lie clear inD. We now distinguish two di�erent cases: when the planes E and F areparallel and when they are not.First case: E parallel to F . Partition the union of C and D into the292 = 841 disjoint lines that intersect E and F orthogonally. By Lemma 18,all but 78 of these lines intersect F in cubes that are reachable from q inat most 40 steps and likewise all but 78 lines intersect F in cubes that arereachable in 40 steps from r. This leaves 841 � 2 � 78 = 685 lines whoseintersections with E and F are reachable in 40 steps from a respectively b.By assumption, there are no more than 666 forbidden cubes in C and Daltogether, so several of those lines are completely free. Since the distancebetween the planes E and F is bounded by twice the sidelength of the boxesC and D, we get a path from q to r of no more than 2 � (40 + 29)� 1 = 137steps.The second case, where E and F are not parallel, can be treated simi-larly. Only the connecting lines must be chosen in a more complicated way.Partition the union of C and D into 29 parallel planes of size 29� 58 suchthat each plane intersects E and F in exactly one line. Within each of theseplanes we match the 29 cubes of C with the 29 cubes of D by 29 disjointpaths as displayed in Figure 12. As in the �rst case, we thus get a positiveamount of paths connecting locations in E reachable from q to locations inF reachable from r and free of forbidden cubes. The length bound is a littleworse, however. Paths in Figure 12 can require up to 28 + 29 + 28 = 85steps, which together with the paths within the planes E and F yields anupper bound of 165 steps from q to r. It is also easily checked that in eithercon�guration we spend no more than 96 steps inside C. �
We want to apply the box-travel lemma to boxes of our hierarchy (Hj).Therefore we have to de�ne which level-(j�1) subboxes inside a level-j boxshould be considered forbidden. This shall, for now, depend on a simplemass constraint. (Later we will also need a slightly modi�ed de�nition.)
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Figure 12. Traveling between non-parallel planes E and F .
20. Definition. Call a box A0 2 Hj�1, j � 2, light if

(4) �(A0) � 173 � 165j�1
and heavy otherwise.2 We then say that the angel's position a is nice onlevel j if the subbox Qj�1(a) lies clear in Qj(a), with exactly the heavylevel-(j � 1) boxes forbidden. The position is nice on level 1 simply if
(5) ��Q1(a)� � 1157:
We say that a position is nice up to level j if it is nice on all levels from 1through j.

The notion of niceness will be suitable to guarantee an escape route out ofthe current level-j boxQj(a). Recall that the constant 165 is exactly the stepbound provided by Lemma 19. Level 1 receives a special treatment becauseit will be used in the induction basis, founding our hierarchy argument onactual angel moves.
The main induction|escaping from larger and larger boxes.With the notion of niceness at hand, it is actually rather straightforwardto formulate an appropriate induction hypothesis for angel strategies thatallow to travel between arbitrarily large boxes. Only a few constants remainto be chosen thoroughly. And of course, we have to make some assumptionon the target box we want to run into. Actually, a simple mass constraintwill do.
21. Proposition. Let B be one of the six level-j boxes neighboring theangel's current box A 2 Hj, j � 1. If his current position is nice up to levelj and the mass of B is bounded by

(6) �(B) � 7 � 165j
then the 13-angel can get in no more than
(7) 2 � 165j�1
elementary moves from his actual position in A to some location in B suchthat after he has arrived there, his position will be nice up to level j again.

2We prefer to write j � 1 instead of simply j to emphasize that although lightness is
a property of a single box, it shall always be used in reference to the containing box on
level j.
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Note that the coe�cient 7 in (6) is slightly larger than the 17=3 in (4).So for the box B in Proposition 21, we impose a weaker mass constraint thanwould be required for being considered light as a subbox in the containingbox on level j+1. We also remark that 165j lies somewhere in between thesidelength of a level-j box and the number of points in a face of such a box.One could say that with increasing level, the mass bound (6) grows strictlyfaster than one-dimensional objects but strictly slower than two-dimensionalobjects. Likewise the path length (7); compared to the diameter of a level-j box, it gets arbitrarily large, hence, seen from a far distance, the angelslows down to almost zero speed. Compared to surface growth, however,and this is the crucial measure because potential devil obstacles must betwo-dimensional, the speed can actually be seen to increase by 292=165 > 5per level.
Proof of Proposition 21. By induction on j. The induction basisis j = 1. We have exactly 2 moves to get from the current sidelength-13box A to an arbitrary elementary cube in B. By niceness, A contains atmost 1157 devil blocks and by (6), B contains no more than 7 � 165 = 1155blocks. Thus, by the pigeon-hole principle, any 7 planes within the currentbox A or the target box B contain at least 7 �132�1157 = 26 free locations.Hence, the 13-angel may jump from its current position a to some otherplace in A at most 7 units away from B. From there he can reach in justone further jump any point within the �rst 7 layers of B, which still containsome unblocked cubes. He jumps to one of them with his second move. Thetwo devil answers cannot raise the mass of B over 1157, so afterwards theposition will be nice on level-1 again, as required.Induction step from j � 1 to j � 2. Niceness of the current positiona guarantees that there are at most 333 heavy subboxes A0 in A, all theother boxes satisfying the lightness condition (4). In our target box B wealso mark forbidden subboxes, based however, on a slightly stronger massconstraint. Mark a level-(j�1) subbox B0 in B forbidden if does not satisfy

(8) �(B0) � 113 � 165j�1:
So in B, non-forbidden subboxes are \ultra light." Since 334 such forbiddenboxes in B would yield a total mass of

334 � 113 � 165j�1 > 7 � 165j ;
our assumption (6) implies that B contains no more than 333 forbiddenboxes.Now there are two adjacent level-j boxes A and B with at most 666level-(j � 1) subboxes forbidden altogether, based on two slightly di�erentcriteria. By niceness on level j of the current position a, the box Qj�1(a)lies clear within the box A = Qj(a). Further, the neighboring level-j box Bcontains fewer than 333 forbidden boxes. Hence Lemma 19 applies to A andB, giving a path (U0; U1; : : : ; Ut) of level-(j � 1) boxes with t � 165 fromthe current box Qj�1(a) = U0 to some Ut that lies clear in B with respectto the ultra-light boxes there. Moreover, the lemma guarantees that fromU97 on all boxes lie in B.
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We use this path of boxes to obtain an actual strategy that gets the angelfrom a to some point in Ut. Niceness up to level j at his starting position aimplies niceness up to level j � 1, so we apply our induction hypothesis onlevel (j�1) to the pair U0; U1, getting the angel to a position within U1 thatis also nice up to level j�1 and from there to a nice position inside U2|andso on, all the way to some b that is nice up to level j in Ut. However, thiswill only work if the mass constraint (6) is satis�ed for the target box U� ineach single transition between two adjacent boxes U��1 and U� .This is easily checked. The whole journey from a to b would grant thedevil at most

(9) 165 � 2 � 165j�2 = 2 � 165j�1
moves. Even if he spends all of them on a single box U� in B, the mass ofthis box will remain bounded by
(10) �(U� ) � 113 � 165j�1 + 2 � 165j�1 = 173 � 165j�1:
For a box U� in A we know that it cannot receive more than 95�2�165j�2 devilmoves before we want to enter it, so that by the time we invoke Lemma 19the following mass bound will hold:
(11) �(U� ) � 173 � 165j�1 + 95 � 2 � 165j�2 < 7 � 165j�1:

Both bounds, (10) and (11), satisfy the requirement (6) of Proposition 21with j replaced by the appropriate level j� 1 there. Hence, all those transi-tions between the U� will be possible. Also note that the number of movescounted in (9) is exactly what we had to show for (7).Eventually, the angel reaches a point b in Ut in the required number ofelementary moves such that by that time the resulting position is nice up tolevel j�1. It remains to show niceness on level j. To see this, recall that therelaxed mass bound for the originally ultra-light subboxes in B, which wecomputed in (10), matches exactly our de�nition (4) of light boxes. Hence,all subboxes B0 of B that are heavy after the angel's trip from a to b, hadalready been forbidden in the beginning when the box-travel lemma wasinvoked, and thus the terminal box Ut lies clear in B with respect to thoseboxes. In other words, b is nice on level j, too. �
Proposition 21 immediately implies the existence of an escape strategy.But since the following argument uses Lemma 3, we do not get an explicitstrategy, yet.
Proof of Theorem 16 (non-constructive version). At the verybeginning of the game all boxes on all levels of our hierarchy are empty andthus light within their respective containing boxes. Because of the symmetryof the hierarchy with respect to the origin, the angel starts at the very centerof the box Qj(0) on every level j � 1. Therefore, the starting position isnice on every level j � 1.By Proposition 21 the angel can thus travel to some adjacent box onany previously given level of the hierarchy, which allows him to escape thedevil for any previously chosen amount of time. So by Lemma 3, the angelcan escape forever. �
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An explicit in�nite escape strategy. If someone really wants to playthe angel game for some in�nite time, the previous, abstract proof is no bighelp, telling us just that the angel can win|somehow. To obtain an explicitescape strategy, we have to work a little harder and revisit some details ofthe proof of Proposition 21.
Proof of Theorem 16 (constructive version). We start escapestrategies on all levels of the hierarchy simultaneously|in such a way thaton initial segments those strategies are compatible. Therefore we introducea small technical convention about the paths provided by Lemma 19.Unrolling the induction in the proof of Proposition 21, we can interpretthat result as a concrete strategy for journeys between adjacent boxes of ourhierarchy, which on each level invokes Lemma 19 as an algorithm (implicitlygiven by its proof) for path �nding in grid graphs. In this algorithmic view,let us agree that whenever Lemma 19 is invoked to �nd a path between twoboxes that contain no forbidden cubes at all, it returns a path that startswith a step in the direction of the target box.The angel begins by traveling from the origin 0 to a nice position a1in the level-1 box B1 that lies directly behind (in positive z-direction, say)the initial box Q1(0). Having arrived at position a1, we can now interpretthese �rst steps as the initial sequence of a travel from the box Q2(0) toa nice position a2 in the level-1 box B2 just behind the initial level-2 boxQ2(0). As we already observed in the non-constructive proof above, sucha strategy exists by Proposition 21 and by our convention it would havestarted with a travel to a position in B1, just as we did. We now follow thenew level-2 strategy until we reach the position a2. At that point, we againinterpret this journey as the initial sequence of a travel from the origin toa nice position a3 in the level-3 box behind Q3(0). Iterating this argumentinde�nitely, we obtain an in�nite escape strategy for the angel. The crucialargument here is that what we have done up to some point, will always �tinto strategies on higher levels that we have not considered yet. �
Why our hierarchy does not work in 2D. One might want to tryto transform the hierarchy approach for the three-dimensional case into anescape strategy for the two-dimensional game. Such an attempt would facetwo major obstacles. First, as we already remarked after the statement ofProposition 21, the step bound (7) grows strictly faster than the sidelengthsof the boxes. This e�ect is due to the detours we are making with eachapplication of Lemma 19. On higher and higher levels, the e�ective speedof the angel thus gets arbitrarily slow. In the plane, this would allow thedevil to completely encircle the angel on a su�ciently large scale since theboundary of a rectangle is proportional to the radius. Hence, we wouldneed an improved path �nder that might probably employ some means ofcharging devil moves against angel moves such that devil plays that forcethe angel to make detours cannot be counted for wall building far away.But even if one should succeed in maintaining the \e�ective speed" of theangel, there would remain a more fundamental problem about hierarchicalstrategies like the one we presented. While routing out of a level-j rectangleR (or whatever regular shape might be used), the angel must at some point
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decide which of the subrectangles on level j � 1 should be the last on theway out. Then he will have to pass through the outward side S0 of thissubrectangle R0 at some time in the future. While the angel approaches R0,the devil uses a certain number of his moves, proportional to the sidelengthof R0, to destroy points of S0 at some density. After the angel has enteredR0, he must then, as before, pick some subrectangle R00 of R0 that shouldbe the last before he leaves R0 through S0 and thereby con�ne himself topass through its outward side S00 � S0, shown in Figure 13. Again, the deviluses a certain number of moves to increase the density on S00 by the sameamount as on the previous level.

R00
S00 S0

R0

R
Figure 13. A boxed fool.

Repeated application of this scheme on su�ciently many levels eventu-ally yields a completely blocked line through which the angel would have totravel. The reader will have noticed that what we just sketched is simplya hierarchical version of Conway's fool theorem. The implication for hier-archical approaches in the plane is clear: The di�erent levels of an angel'shierarchy will have to interact in a considerably more sophisticated way thanis su�cient for an escape in space.




